About IISMA

INDONESIAN INTERNATIONAL STUDENT MOBILITY AWARD

BE BOLD TO GO ABOARD
About IISMA

Indonesian International Student Mobility Awards (IISMA) is a scholarship scheme by the Government of the Republic of Indonesia to fund Indonesian students for mobility programs at top universities and reputable industries overseas. IISMA covers two schemes for both undergraduate and vocational students. With IISMA, they can spend one semester at prominent partner institutions. For undergraduate students, this program equips them with the skills required for the future workforce: sense-making, social intelligence, novel & adaptive thinking, cross-cultural competency, computational thinking, new-media literacy, transdisciplinarity, design mindset, cognitive load management, and virtual collaboration. For vocational students, this program offers learning in collaboration with industry where they will undertake practical assignments to enhance their skills. Overall, IISMA will expose Indonesian students to international academic and cultural diversity. The scheme is centrally managed by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Research, and Technology (MoECRT).
Eligibility for Partner Universities for Undergraduate Scheme

- Be accredited/recognized in their country
- Be experienced in hosting international students
- Offer courses in English
- Be flexible in developing the program
- Be ranked top 5 in their country or in top 300 QS World University Rankings 2022
Eligibility for Partner Universities for Vocational Scheme

- Be accredited/recognized in their country
- Be experienced in hosting international students
- Offer courses in English
- Be flexible in developing the program
- Offer programs specified by IISMA for vocational students: industrial experience program / class-based learning + industrial experiences / class-based Learning (industrially-related)
Scholarship Coverage

- Registration and Tuition Fee: At Cost
- PCR, Quarantine & Health Insurance (Covering COVID): At Cost
- Settlement & Living Allowance: Lump sum
- Economy Airfare and Visa: At Cost
- Emergency Fund: At Cost
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FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE VISIT:

secretariat@iisma.id | beasiswa.iisma@gmail.com

www.iisma.id | site.iisma.id

Official Social Media:
Instagram: @iisma._ri | YouTube: IISMA | LinkedIn: Indonesian International Student Mobility Award
Facebook: Indonesian International Student Mobility Awards